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Name

Discussion Rubric

Description
Rubric Detail
Levels of Achievement
Criteria

100% 
Exemplary

75%  Average

50%  Approaching

25%  Attempted

0%  Not Met

Relevant

100 %

75 %

50 %

25 %

0%

Weight
20.00%

Applies current or
prior knowledge to
all conversations
contributes life
experience and
cites sources.

Applies current or
prior knowledge to
all conversations
and cites sources

Applies current or
prior knowledge to all
conversations

Mentions current or
prior knowledge to a
conversation

Does not
incorporate
current or prior
knowledge to the
conversation

Timely

100 %

75 %

50 %

25 %

0%

Weight
20.00%

Applies current
events to all
conversations,
contributes life
experience and
cites sources.

Applies current
events to all
conversations and
cites sources

Applies currents
events to all
conversations

Mentions a current
event to a
conversation

Does not
incorporate
current events into
the conversation

Thought
Provoking

100 %

75 %

50 %

25 %

0%

States opinion
and defends
argument,
includes facts,
cites sources

States opinion and
defends argument
includes facts but
does not cite
sources

States opinion and
defends argument,
but does not include
facts

Mentions opinion but
does not defend
argument

Does not mention
opinion or stance

Clarity

100 %

75 %

50 %

25 %

0%

Weight
20.00%

350 – 450 Words

<300 Words

< 200 Words

< 100 Words

< 50 Words

Weight
20.00%

https://bbnewpaltz.sln.suny.edu/webapps/rubric/do/course/manageRubrics?dispatch=view&context=course&rubricId=_3035_1&course_id=_98126_1
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Levels of Achievement
Criteria

100% 
Exemplary

75%  Average

50%  Approaching

25%  Attempted

0%  Not Met

Sources

100 %

75 %

50 %

25 %

0%

Weight
10.00%

Readable and at
college level.
formatted,
proofread,
grammar or spell
checked. Post title
summarizes post.

Readable and at
college level.
Formatted,
proofread, grammar
or spell checked.
Post title does not
summarize post.

Readable and at
college level. Needs
to format, proofread,
grammar and spell
check. Post title does
not summarize post.

Readable but not
college level. Needs
to format, proofread,
grammar and spell
check. Post title does
not summarize post.

Not easy to read,
did not format,
proofread,
grammar or spell
check. Post title
does not
summarize post.

Posts Word
Count

100 %

75 %

50 %

25 %

0%

Applicable and
credible, source is
less than 2 years
old.

Applicable and
credible but source
is dated over 2
years.

Applicable, but
source is dated over
5 years.

Not applicable, or
credible, and dated
source.

Not Preset.

Weight
10.00%

View Associated Items
Print

https://bbnewpaltz.sln.suny.edu/webapps/rubric/do/course/manageRubrics?dispatch=view&context=course&rubricId=_3035_1&course_id=_98126_1
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